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New P.C.C. Sound
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Our prototypically correct Dallee PCC Sound is now available and
ready to ship. The sounds featured in our system are: Bell, Horn, Door
Operation sounds and Wheel on Rail sounds, each of these affects
can be individually selected for integration into your operation. If
desired, the horn can be manually operated. The bell will ring twice
when the PCC begins to move as a warning for the passengers. With
the door operation sounds integrated in your operation you will hear
the doors close as the trolley pulls out from the station and then open
shortly after making your next stop. You will hear the wheels ‘clicking’
over the rail joints at a varying rate based on motor voltage or you can
choose for it will be as though you are operating on welded rail. Our
PCC Sound System is available for two different era's, "Air-Electric"
and post WWII "All-Electric". The "Air-Electric" feature air compressor
sounds with air operated doors. These systems are available for all
types of operators; as with our other sound systems, this includes DC,
DCC, AC, Auto-Horn type "G", Radio Receivers, Stationary, and other
applications.

While the pricing for the 'early' and 'late' versions is the same, the pricing for the different types of operation is: DC,
DCC, Radio and Stationary Item #636 and 637 is $119.95*. Auto Horn operated via reed switch and magnet commonly
used by "G" operators, item #986 and 987 is $119.95*. AC utilizing conventional Whistle/Bell activation item #1086 and
1087 is $129.95*. An 8 ohm speaker is also required for a complete installation. High efficiency speakers for all
applications, as well as more details can be found in our upcoming new catalog or on our web site.

All items:
Made in U.S.A.

Item 636, 637 and Item 986, 987 shown above.
Sound Card measures 2.7"l x 0.95"w x 0.75"h

Item 1086 & 1087, shown above, is for
conventional AC track power users with
standard Horn/Bell operation.

Ordering information, under "Price Schedule", as well as wiring instructions for these systems and much more can
be found on our web site at www.dallee.com.
We sell direct and to qualified dealers.
All email should be directed to "info@dallee.com". Please don't forget to put a subject title into the subject line,
otherwise your email will be deleted as SPAM. Also, when sending email to us, don't forget to let your ISP know
that you are expecting email from us so that we are allowed to respond to your inquiry.
*requires appropriate s/h of $12 to $14 within the U.S.A., see our price schedule for shipping details.

